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THE USES AND ABUSES OF
BIOGRAPHY
Incendiary Information
Carol Houlihan Flynn

hen Janet Aikins asked me to write about the way
that I used the Eaves and Kimpel' biography in my
book on Samuel Richardson/1pulled out the hefty
volume that will hitherto be known as EK and started reading what I
had first encountered some thirty years before. I bought EK in 1975,
for six pounds fifty, at Foyles, but had already consulted the biography
in Berkeley where I wrote my dissertation on Richardson. When I was
living in London, however, and had finally determined to write the
book, I decided that it was time for me to own my own EK. This
resource seemed particularly important because I was beginning to
realize that what really interested me about Richardson was the cultural
history behind his novels. I don't think that I would have used the
word "cultural" then; I tended instead to say "social" or "societal"
history. I was mainly interested in the eighteenth-century woman, and
how she was invented, now I would say constmcted, but I know that
' T. C.Duncan Eaves and Ben D. Kimpel, S<jm«e/iJicfeariison.->4
(Oxford; Clarendon
Press, 1971). All subsequent references will be cited parenthetically in the text.
^ Carol Houlihan Flynn, Samuel Richardson:A Man of Letters (Princeton: Princeton University
Press, 1982).
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I would never have used that term in 1975. As a feminist, I looked to
the historical moment of the creation of "the woman"—Pamela,
Clarissa, Harriet Byron—better to understand the condition of the
twentieth-century woman. I imagined then that if we understood how
we came to be ourselves, we could, through a reconstruction and
recuperation of history, get everything all sorted out. It's amazing to
remember how optimistic and innocent the early seventies could be.
I mainly looked to EK for information—not critical insight.
Innocent as I was, I didn't believe that facts were neutral, but
nonetheless, I trusted them more than EK's critical pronouncements.
So it didn't bother me then that they sneered at readers and critics "who
find abstract statements about social relationships or illustrations of the
doctrines of psychoanalysis of primary interest" (241). Indeed, after
reading their preface, I didn't expect much critical awareness from these
biographers, but then, I just wanted the facts, ma'am, just the facts. I
was a regular Joe Friday, sifting through the ephemera of the historical
record, not agreeing with EK's interpretation of those facts, but using
their historical anecdotes and footnotes to point me in the various
directions I pursued. Again, reconstructing those times, and looking at
my own work on Richardson, I realize with some degree of
embarrassment that I looked to the novels' historical context to save
them from Richardson's own disturbing, nudging, moralistic blind side.
I was attempting something impossible, to allow Richardson's work to
transcend (I would never use that word now) what EK would call
Richardson's "opinions," and to also discover through the social history
of the period the ways that Richardson spoke for and through his
culture. I think, even now, that I was more successful doing the latter.
When I dragged out EK, looking for traces of my old, sometimes
passionate relationship with both texts, Clarissa and EK, I flipped
through the pages until I stopped at page 96, halted by a cigarette burn.
I smoked Players in 1975, about a pack a day, and there in the middle
of page 96 was the proof of that addiction. I have never seen a cigarette
burn in any other book that I read in those years of smoking. The
burn mark comes right after the word "monkey." EK are discussing
"innocent raillery" in the Familiar Letters^ They find the Letters "more

' Samuel Richardson, Familiar Letters on Important Occasions, ed. Brian W. Downs (London,
1928).
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rational than impassioned, and their arguments are based more on
prudence and respect for public opinion than on abstract principles."
EK locate the Letters within a didactic tradition; SR writes "to the
judgment, rather than to the imagination" and would rather that his
works be found "more useful than diverting." Was that why I fell
asleep and burnt the page with my cigarette? Useful, prudent, rational
Richardson still makes me nod over my computer. EK continue with
a somewhat garbled description of Richardson's method: after going on
about the need to write about nature and plain sense, and the desire to
be useful rather than diverting, they (and Richardson) hold forth on
diversions. "'[SJtrokes of humour, and innocent raillery' where they
suit the subjects may prove that any failure to divert 'was the effect of
choice, and not merely of necessity.'" I'm not certain that even today
I understand the meaning of that last sentence. But I did notice the
monkey.
EK inform us, "The innocent raillery includes a lover's remarks on
his mistress's fondness for her monkey ('Is it a recommendation in him,
that he wears no breeches? For my part, I will most willingly surrender
mine at your feet')" (96). The monkey wearing no breeches is a typical
figure in Richardson and in EK, fascinating, sexually provocative, and
textually unacknowledged. "More useful than diverting" figures
overwhelm the nether parts, while the reader, struggling against words
like prudent, rational, honest, finds herself drawn to the "innocent
raillery" concerning naked bottoms. What I wonder, reading this page
now, is whether or not EK wanted to attract the reader to this
transgressive image. They have a tendency throughout their text to
provide wacky examples of, for instance, a Richardson who rides a
hobby-horse, or chamber horse, recommended by Dr. George Cheyne
to cure his tendency to "Rotundity...Liquor...[and] Fatness...another
word for a Dropsy of the Flesh" (63).
EK find it "pleasant" to imagine our author seated on the chamber
horse, rocking back and forth, dictating his novel to his amanuensis,
"dropping Pamela's advice to her little family from this gently bouncing
perch, perhaps balanced by Mrs. Richardson, since the chamber horse
* rides double better than single'" (63-64). Just as Richardson introduces
the monkey's and the suitor's naked bottoms only to retreat from the
provoking subject, EK imagine, pleasantly, their scenario of authorial
bottoms and connubial bliss only to drop it and move on. The
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masturbatory implications of Richardson's (and their fantasy of
Richardson's) authorial posture are left up to the reader who becomes
guilty of her own imaginative leaps, the sort of reader who burns holes
into texts that are already incendiary. EK act, in this way, like
Richardson, the author that they are trying to uncover and yet protect.
They invite their readers to imagine scenes that they retreat from. I
realize that I remembered this scene years later when I wrote "Running
out of Matter," inspired of course by many readings since EK, but they
were there at the start, stocking my own imagination with images that
would eventually work themselves out.''

^ The Literature of Exhaustion ^
My mentor at Berkeley almost off handedly advised me to read EK
when it first came out, warning that it wouldn't help all that much.
They didn't understand Richardson, he said, but still, I needed to read
it because I was so ignorant; he was probably right. I read EK for the
information they provided, and for that I was grateful. Today, I read
their introductory words explaining their project with sympathy. EK
thank George Sherburn, their mentor, for first suggesting to them "the
need of a new biography" (viii), a suggestion that took them years to
fulfill, at least from 1957 until 1971. 1957 marks the date a Guggenheim
brought Eaves to England, and since we all know that even filling out
the application for a Guggenheim requires years of accumulated
knowledge, it follows that Eaves at least had to have been working on
Richardson for some time before 1957. Sherburn's suggestion to work
on Richardson might have indeed turned into a burden lasting decades.
EK demonstrate in their preface how exhausted they had become
writing the exhaustive biography, and how defensive they were about
coming up with not-that-much-new to say after all those years studying
the mystery of the creative process. They rely upon Richardson's
humanity to save them from his mediocrity. He is after all a human
being, they somewhat belligerently argue, seeing their job as one of a
' Flynn, "Running Out of Matter; the Body Exercised in Eighteenth-Century Fiction," in The
Languages of Psyche, ed. G. S. Rousseau (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California
Press, 1990), 147-85.
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practical, almost yeoman nature. They plan to "fill...in" (3)
Richardson's problematic character with the heavy, dense materials that
we had come to expect from literary biographies being published in the
postwar period. That suited me fine in the 1970s, because I was looking
for the very sort of information that they were providing, to "fill...in"
the elusive Richardson.
It is worth remembering the charged biographical climate of the
sixties and seventies, the work being done on Swift, Pope, Johnson, and
of course Boswell, who was becoming a cottage industry at Yale. For
the most part, the biographies resembled their makers. Swift sounds
remarkably like Irvin Ehrenpreis (who constructed whom, one
wonders), while Pope took on the ostensibly sweeter and less
contentious qualities of Maynard Mack. Johnson could be as neurotic
as Walter Jackson Bate or as workmanlike as Paul Fussell, while fluid
Boswell represented the various desires of the many biographers and
critics he flew by. Women's biography took on a great urgency, for
what was at stake was not just interpretation, but recuperation. Claire
Tomalin's biography of Wollstonecraft, for instance, introduced not
only scholars but also general readers to her life and to works like Maria
that had not been in print since the 1790s. Mary Hyde's work on
Hester Thrale Piozzi argued with great conviction that the Johnson
circle, a circle that included Frances Burney, owed much to Piozzi's
social and intellectual labor.
Within such a context, EK seem
remarkably and almost perversely neutral. They only want to"fill...in"
the details of a life of a man who just happened to write one particular
novel, Clarissa, that they judge to be a masterpiece. They want to
"fill...in" the details of "a conventional, self-made, middle-class man who
never seriously questioned the assumptions of his age and who at times
made himself ridiculous" (3). When theysay this, I don't think they are
speaking fondly of an old, beloved adversary. I think that they are sick
to death of him. Exhausted.
I was far from exhausted in 1972, when I first read EK, and was, if
anything, even more energetic in 1975 when I began working on my
Richardson book. I was also very much outside of the academy, living
in London with my then husband and two young children. I didn't
even get in touch with fellow academics until 1976, when I became part
of the WRRC, the Women's Research and Resources Centre, in
Clerkenwell Close. Feminist studies were just beginning then, and the
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meetings at the publication board of the "WRRC were amazingly
contentious. Lacanians fought with Marxists, while the sort of social
history I was pursuing was tolerated, even encouraged by members like
Lee Davidoff, but overshadowed by sweeping declarations made by
Dale Spender about the "Mothers of the Novel." I was puzzled. I was
a seventies American feminist who thought that "we" should be writing
our own criticism, developing our own theories, and working with
dense historical materials to "prove" our claims, instead of reading
Engels on the family and a French psychologist who treated women as
the other. I should have, of course, learned how to read French better
and immersed myself in the theory that would transform the academy.
Instead, I edited, with Lee Davidoff, "Inspiration and Drudgery," a
pamphlet co-written by Sarah Elbert and Marion Glastonbury that took
into account the domestic labor that went into literary production.'
Elbert discussed Louisa May Alcott's novel. Work, finding in it an acute
understanding of the conflict between the cult of domesticity and the
capitalistic individualism that was shaping national consciousness.
Glastonbury, in "Holding the Pens," examined the unacknowledged
"labor" that went into literary collaborations between the
"authoritative" husband and his "helpful" wife, who not only held the
pens, but often helped to write texts in which she is so often invisible.
It was not that surprising that I would be writing about Alcott in
1977. I didn't have a job, wasn't going to graduate school, and was
trying to figure out how to transplant two kids from Berkeley to
London, where we would eventually be for almost four years. They
learned fast, rejecting granola bars and crying out for "sweeties."
Patrick learned every accent he picked up on the street, while Molly,
calling me Mummy in one pure BBC accent, spurned her Oshkosh jeans
and took to wearing frilly skirts. I cut my waist-length hair, bought a
bra, and learned to buy fish and veg off the barrows and buy pig's head,
tongue, and sweetbreads from the butcher. The shops had half days and
closed on Sundays, and everything came in little bottles to fit into the
tiny fridge. I would walk my son and daughter to school through
Green Park and jump on the bus to get to the British Museum, where

' Sarah Elbert and Marion Glastonbury, "Inspiration and Drudgery: Notes on Literature and
Domestic Labour in the Nineteenth Century" (London: Women's Research and Resources
Centre Publications, 1978).
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I would spend half the day reading before going back to collect the kids
and head home to watch Blue Peter and Florence and the Magic
Roundabout. I cooked from Elizabeth David and Jane Grigson, and
worked on weighing instead of measuring ingredients. My husband and
I fought, retreated, struggled, fought again. Domesticity (without my
husband) seemed to be a safe place (even though theoretically I knew
that it was a trap), an imaginary space that I could invent and control.
Egg cups. I really got into egg cups, and toast racks. I also spent time
visiting friends who lived in squats, and I imagined that I could just
jump ship, leave my husband, and bring my kids into the creaking,
chilly, oddly lit, alternative living spaces that were being developed by
like-minded people trying to free themselves from establishment values.
No Elizabeth David there, but I could always bring my egg cups. To
prepare, I studied Katherine Whitehorn's Cooking in a Bedsitter.''
In 1977, EK, the WRRC, and my domestic uneasiness followed me
into the British Museum, shaping my research. EK became a
provocative, irritating source. EK would hold forth, for instance, on
the Apprentice's VadeMecumJ They could be extremely defensive about
his commonplace ideas, "not exactly the Sermon on the Mount," they
admit, all the while exposing Richardson's threadbare conventionality.
They argue that the ideals of the Vade Mecum are "a good deal higher
than most people attain to" (51), and turn suddenly to attack the
unwary reader. The reader, who has been prepared (by EK) to find the
morality excessive and style commonplace, suddenly becomes
somebody to be chastised for that thought. "A reader who takes such
remarks as mere commonplace, to be laughed at or ignored, will never
have much liking for Richardson as a man" (51). It becomes almost
impossible to locate EK's biographical intentions in their insistence that
the remarks in question are "not original," but that Richardson himself
"felt them deeply" (52). Are they exposing Richardson or the reader, or
perhaps both? Rather wildly, they compare Richardson to Lord
Chesterfield, presumably moving their author up in class by doing so.
Then, something remarkable happens. EK get most unintelligible when
they are most defensive. The dreadful reader who finds the Vade Mecum

' Katherine Whitehorn, Cooking in a Bedsitter (Hirmoadswonh: Penguin Books, 1974).
' Richardson, The Apprentice's Vade Mecum: or YoungMan's Pocket Companion, introd. A. D.
McKillop, Augustan Reprint Society, nos. 169-70 (Los Angeles, 1975).
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unoriginal and commonplace does so because the morality of
Richardson is something she cannot comprehend. This morality was
"beginning to dominate the country which was beginning to dominate
the world; certainly the more, because it is a morality which
intellectuals have rejected for so long now that they can hardly
understand it" (52). EK seem for a few sentences to be entering into
something like cultural criticism, only it's cultural criticism written
backwards. Granting that the middle class morality that Richardson
pursues was "dominating" the world, they flee from the implications of
their temporary insight, and refuse to analyze just what that morality
produced within the culture.

^ Quarreling with Richardson ^
when EK rather tediously presented the ideas behind the Vade Mecum,
allowing us "our first glimpse into Richardson's mind" (54), they
prepared to move on. I however lingered, finally moving from the
Vade Mecum to histories of apprentices and apprentice murders, tales of
employers like Mrs. Brownrigg and Mrs. Metyard torturing and killing
their charges. I stayed in that territory a long time, and perhaps have
never left. Richardson, of course, an upright man of his age, saw
apprentices as sources of danger, threats to the public welfare, bodies
and souls that needed to be contained. That's why he endorsed only
one dramatic work to be enjoyed by apprentices: George Lillo's London
Merchant, a play dedicated to scaring apprentices into good behavior lest
they be suborned by wretched Millwoods lying in wait. I read
instructions to servants and conduct manuals that imposed docility and
obedience upon their subjects. Servants, like wives, were instructed to
"draw the veil" over their masters' faults, however "flagrant," for the
master "is not accountable for them to the Insolence of a Servant."'
This veil, constructed of social gestures and subservient reverences,
becomes necessary equipment for servants, apprentices, and wives who
were being taught toshield their betters from their own worst behavior,
and to hide it from the outside world. Reading the social histories of

' Richardson, Vade Mecum, 47.
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Dorothy George, Dorothy Marshall, Alice Clark, and Jean Hecht I
began to understand the level of poverty and oppression in the laboring
world of the eighteenth century. Their work made me see how the
original texts, the vade mecums and conduct manuals by moralists like
Jonas Hanway, Richardson, and Hannah More depended on
hypocritical obfuscation. The "veil" that protected the middle class
managers from the implications of their actions became a necessary
trick of the trade. Indeed, Richardson's complacent faith in his own
benevolence, his moral blind side, made him part of the problem.' I
began quarreling with Richardson. That's really when I began writing
my book.
I didn't quarrel with EK. I was not that sophisticated a reader of
biography in 1975. As I have already confessed, EK were for me
purveyors of information, information in bulk, and I seemed to work
through their apparent transparency to reach a "Richardson" that I was
laboring to understand. What I would eventually write would be a sort
o£ feminist cultural history at a time when cultural criticism hadn't
been invented. I say "sort of," because I was only partly conscious of
what I was doing, and in retrospect, I think only partly successful. Like
EK, I was most fascinated with Clarissa, and like them, worked to
understand the way such a work would come from such a prosy, vain,
bourgeois man. Our methods were very different. EK sneer at critics
that concern themselves with Richardson's ideas or psychology, little
belated Taines, trying to explain Clarissa by trying to understand the
"background" of its author (235). What they were rejecting would
eventually become the richly textured cultural criticism that dominated
the 1980s and 1990s. When I tried in the early seventies to understand
the sexual assault on Clarissa, I tried to recreate, probably create a
"reality" of eighteenth-century London, knowing how impossible that
task would be. Hiding out in the British Museum, I plowed through
the heavy, ancient pages of the absurdly enormous catalog, searching
topics as general as "London." I began to read whores' biographies,
rakes' progresses, legal histories of rape and heiress stealing, the letters

'EK admitthat they know little about Richardson's relations with his own employees, but they
do say that "Mrs. Barbauld, on unstated authority, tells tis that he used to hide a half-crown
among the letters so that the first journeyman to arrive at work might find it, and that at other
times he used fruit from his garden" (161).
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of Chesterfield, and the memoirs of Mrs. Muilman. I was looking for
a cultural background that would better explain Clarissa.
Of course, EK had their own way of quarreling with Richardson.
You might call it passive aggressive. What I am realizing now is just
how much EK resemble Richardson in their rhetorical methodology of
emotional entrapment. First, we need to look to Richardson as their
model. In his fiction, but also in his personal letters, Richardson
frequently invites his reader to engage in fantasies of subjection and
control that he then works to subdue, contain, and control. Luring his
readers in to swallow the gilded pill of morality, highlighting the
sensuous, the lascivious, the forbidden, he forces us to gaze upon
Pamela's stripped and almost violated body, dares us to imagine the
details (where are the details?) of Clarissa's rape. Once he has "caught"
his reader, all in the name of morality, he insists that we abjure the
visions he calls up, that we instead embrace the married and respectable
Mrs, B. and revere the divine and bodiless Clarissa. Opening the
window to the soul, from his intimate position, Richardson is able to
control his reader, at least his malleable reader, who will necessarily flee
from the voyeurism she has experienced (for her own good). The more
adventurous reader will ignore Richardson's advice, will become, in the
most extreme case, Sade.
Richardson becomes even more personal and playful when he
engages his reader, and that reader is almost always female, in personal
correspondence. Toying with his young Misses Grainger, Mulso, and
Westcomb, he teases them provocatively in attenuated debates on
parental authority and romantic love, urging them to be candid, to be
trustful, while managing to punish his correspondents for their
creduhty. Lady Bradshaigh stands for his most sensitive and receptive
reader, literally seducing herself through her concern for Lovelace's
soul. EK both report and expose his dealings with his lady readers.
Early in their work, we see them puzzling over his early romantic life.
They cite his hints to Lady Bradshaigh about a thwarted, doomed
romance with a mysterious one "whom his soul loved;"
but with a reverence—Hush!—Pen, lie thee down!—A timely
check; where, else, might I have ended?—This lady—how hard
to forbear the affecting subject!—But Iwill forbear. This man
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presumed not—Again goingon!—Not a word more this night.
(15)
It is the phrase, "this night," that makes this disavowal so funny, almost
Pamela-like, and it promises other nights of teasing hints, suggestions
of a buried life of love that might, just once, be revealed.
In much the same way, EK set out to tantalize their reader with
more possibilities of the "affecting subject," bringing in a fictitious or
quasi-fictitious Mrs. Beaumont. This lady, we learn, might have been
the model for a lady whose story is told and then untold, "in a rejected
letter from Sir Charles Grandison, in which Mrs. Beaumont plays a
minor role" (15). Gesturing towards Richardson's own "sheepish"
nature in their analysis of the dubious story, they insinuate that the
bashful young man lost the lady, "the lady," that is, if she existed at all.
Here they employ Richardson's own confession of his lack of
confidence, "tho' I have been a great Loser by it" (16). But then, after
presenting Richardson's own labored memories of the "poor creature"
that he had been, they undercut quite suddenly, and with very little
sympathy, indeed with exhausted irritation, the entire mystery of the
lost lady and the sheepish boy:
Whether "Mr. R's" love for Mrs. Beaumont was also
autobiographical there is no way of knowing with
certainty—Richardson rather liked to drop sly and mystifying
hints to tease his friends. Nor is there any way of knowing
just how much of Mrs. Beaumont's story is fact and how
much fiction. Since this is the only romance in his life, one
would like to make the most of it, but the most is not much.
(16)
Not Much! Even worse, "the most is not much." The fantasies
that they have encouraged their reader to embrace, those fantasies
stirred up by Richardson's own "bashful" memories of love lost, are
squashed. All the while that EK purportedly labor to make "the
mystery" of Richardson knowable, they expose their author's painful
emotional and social inadequacy. The mystery is why they bother.
It is difficult to reconcile EK's occasional hostility towards their
subject with their repeatedly stated goals. They intend, they tell us, to
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treat Richardson's humanity seriously. "He was a human being," they
aver, "and we are therefore thankful that we are not called upon to
decide his exact niche in heaven or hell" (3). Surely, this is an odd
thought, teasing in its intimations of a judgment that they then decide
to withhold. Never has a "human being" sounded so exasperating when
it is being defended, especially when the defense is followed by a
typically hostile description of their subject as "a conventional, selfmade, middle-class man who never seriously questioned the assumptions
of his age and who at times made himself ridiculous." The sentence
sounds positivelyJohnsonian, saving the greatest attack until the end of
the sentence. The human being, that may be very well damned or
beatified for his conventionality, is after all—ridiculous. We are invited
to read 619 pages of text designed to expose the character of a "human
being" who is ultimately ridiculous.
This is the most significant way that EK differ from their subject.
Richardson may design Lovelace to be comic, hysterical, tortured,
tedious, but never ridiculous. Strenuously refusing to enter into, or
even try to imagine, Richardson's interiority, the place where he forged
both Clarissa and Lovelace, they also refuse to enter the oozy and
perhaps disreputable mechanisms of his imagination. In doing so, they
not only keep his artistry a mystery, but they attempt to or at least
pretend to sanitize their subject's fascination with the fantasies of
control, submission, and desire that course through his works. Such
fascination is not so easily suppressed. Much of EK's text heaves with
the charged content that the biographers try to disavow.
Two pages after the cigarette burn (98), EK sum up the Familiar
Letters. They suggest that much of the material of the Letters becomes
novelistic, matter for fiction rather than models for letter writers.
"How useful his letters were as models for ignorant letter writers is
doubtful, but they make surprisingly lively reading, more lively indeed
than some of the novel writing in the second part of Pamela and toward
the end of Sir Charles Grandison." They go so far as to suggest that
"[mjany of the letters which were published in the Familiar
Letters...seem to be too high for the use of the class of people who one
would think needed a model letter-writer: it is by no means true that
almost all of the correspondents belong 'to classes below the middle line
of society'" (98-99). EK lead us into a significant question that they
choose not to pose. Did the Familiar Letters provide Richardson a space
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to fantasize about a "better" and perhaps more dissolute class of people
that would turn up in his novels? Would the ardent suitor joking about
monkey's underwear turn into Mr. B. or Lovelace? EK don't pursue
this question. The monkey's bottom and the lover's breeches are
collapsed into "lively reading." But they do not disappear.

^ With a Little Help from my Friends ^
In their preface, EK declare their intention to present an "old
fashioned" and "definitive" biography that will "give a picture of
Richardson as a person, using insofar as possible his own words and
those of his friends" (vii). In other words, they plan to produce a
biography devoid of critics or at least, as we will see, one in which
"critical" friends, for there will be no enemies in this text, are only
allowed to speak if their criticism is explained away. The best friends
are solid admirers, Aaron Hill, Edward Young. You can depend upon
them. But sometimes, friends can get risky, undependable—friends like
Samuel Johnson.
Rejecting newfangled literary critical theory, EK announce that
they will "discuss the novel, as Richardson's simple contemporaries
(including Diderot and Johnson) read it" (241). The arch, almost mockheroic tone of their declaration hides an essential problem they face in
reading Richardson the way Johnson did, would that they could. EK
emphasize the relative differences in reputation between Johnson and
Richardson in the 1740s, when Richardson was basking in his
international reputation and Johnson was hard scrabbling, working at
being read and noticed. They make a persuasive case for Johnson's
regard for a famous writer that he sought out, one whose favorable
opinion he valued. Although Johnson intended not to cite living
authors in his dictionary (1755), he made an exception for Richardson
as one capable of '"some performance of uncommon excellence,"' and
one who touched his heart "'in the tenderness of friendship'" (334).
Johnson cited Clarissa ninety-seven times in his dictionary, giving
himself (in second place) fifty citations, then citing Charlotte Lennox
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(eighteen) and Edward Young (thirteen.).'® EK call Richardson the
"easy favourite" of the lexicographer and mark with approval Johnson's
appreciation of his great knowledge of '"the recesses of the human
heart'" (339).
But, when Johnson strays from the path of praise, his critical
judgment turns immediately suspect. EK note that although Johnson
made numerous compliments to Richardson's work, he once compared
(unfavorably) the character of Clarissa to that of Fielding's Amelia.
According to Hester Thrale Piozzi, he observed that "'there is always
something which she [Clarissa] prefers to truth'" (337-38). Johnson's
well-known observation profoundly plumbs the complicated depths of
a Clarissa designed both to please and to tell the truth. The
contradiction within her, the strain of both "drawing the veil" and
bringing the house down, provides great power and poignancy in a
novel that both celebrates and interrogates the costs of domesticity. EK
will have none of this ambiguity. For them, a single interesting,
complicated insight turns Johnson into an inconsistent critic. Here is
what they say:
Though it is dangerous to ignore Johnson's views, he said so
many things that he must have said some things rather
hastily—as he himself said, "Nobody talks more laxly than I
do." (338)
EK then cite Sir John Hawkins, who suggests that Johnson might have
had a strong admiration for Richardson, comparing him to Shakespeare;
nonetheless, EK confess, Hawkins warns that Johnson, "seemed not
firm in it, and could at any time be talked into a disapprobation of all
fictitious relations, of which he would frequently say they took no hold
of the mind." EK go on to argue that "[i]t is not unexpected to find that
Johnson was occasionally inconsistent, but in general his recorded
opinion of Richardson's work is very high" (338).
In other words, Johnson is an erudite and discerning friend when
he unequivocally supports Richardson's literary productions. One
critical, erudite, and discerning word against the divine Clarissa and her

Samuel Richardson, 334. EK draw these figures from William R. Keast, "The Two Clarissas
in Johnson's Dictionary," Studies in Philology 54 (1957); 429-39.
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creator makes him necessarily inconsistent, somebody to be watched,
somebody not quite a friend.
EK find Richardson's women friends are more unreliable, and even
when loyal, suspected of being second rate. Richardson is famous for
his so-called feminine sensibility, bashful, sheepish, purporting to be
afraid of mice, and looking to his female correspondents to learn the
finer points of class and gender issues. His propensity even inspired
certain critics in the seventies and eighties, and maybe even into the
nineties, to read him as a feminist author, but I never, even in my most
naive and untutored days, could believe that, of the man. (This is one
of the reasons that I wanted so long ago for him to "transcend himself.")
Women are for Richardson pleasant, engaging, sometimes dangerous
devices. While he might sublimate them in his fiction, as he does with
Clarissa, he toys with them in his letters and in his friendships, raising
their hackles and blood pressure as he teases them about his plans for
rape and rapture, polygamy and punctilio. EK make much of his
female friendships, concentrating particularly on Sarah Westcomb, and
Hester Mulso, and of course. Lady Bradshaigh. EK treat these female
friendships with a certain degree of either derision or irritation. This
is most obvious in their treatment of Sarah Westcomb.
EK describe Sarah Westcomb with a certain amused degree of
approval. She is certainly a friend, eager to direct her "future Steps in
life" by the precepts she finds in Clarissa. They decide that Miss West
comb "deserved" Richardson's favor "in spite of or because of her utter
lack of intellectual pretensions, even to correct spelling." Their
contempt becomes inadvertently ironic when you realize that EK
rnisspell Sarah Westcomb's name throughout their biography. She
becomes Miss Wescomb; the misspelling renders their derision comical.
EK. find the correspondence between the writer and the "sweet and
simple" Miss Westcomb to be devoid of substance, "as repetitious and
trivial as possible." After citing Richardson's own, often repeated desire
to bamsh diffidence in their correspondence, since he is merely "a plain
-writer: a sincere well-wisher: an undesigning scribbler; who admires
none but the natural and easy beauties of the pen," they gmdgingly
leave their reader with "an impression...of a not unattractive
relationship between a kindly old man who likes young women and a
eirl who can best be described as a sweet and simple gentlewoman"
(198-99).
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Ricliardson is kindly; Westcomb is simple. EK don't seem to be
interested in even asking a major question. Why would Richardson,
however kindly, dedicate himself to twelve years of correspondence
with a simpleton that he not only receives but also encourages? The
letters reveal an ardent, affectionate, "simple" gentlewoman interested
in learning and challenging and succumbing to "Papa's" notions of
female compliance. Of all of his female correspondents, Sarah
Westcomb is the meekest and most compliant, the most eager to please
"Papa" by vowing obedience. She even advertises her lapses in the
compliance he demands. Feeling contentious, I took EK's dismissal of
the vapid pages of female writings that flew back and forth between the
kindly old gentleman and the sweet young thing as testimony of their
actual worth. The pages EK find empty of substance are packed with
coy, sometimes vexed, titillating exchanges. Typically, we find that
Miss Westcomb, to her great shame, has been an inattentive
correspondent, caring for an invalid mother, and that when released
from her domestic duties, she pursues pleasures that keep her from the
delights of writing her Papa. She begs forgiveness, he teases her about
her dissipation, she begs for more forgiveness. This is all to me, as well
no doubt to EK, tedious, but to me and not to EK, interesting, for it
involves confessions of exasperated pique that really get to the heart of
the demands for compliance that Richardson very seriously plays at
making.
Miss Westcomb argues that she was not "intentionally faulty" in
her lapses, and then scolds him; "How you have teased me, you dear
naughty Sir, you! My poor mamma, and all here, suffer for it. She asks
me, what makes me so fretful and peevish? I answer. Papa.""
Richardson keeps coming back for more abuse, to absorb and deploy,
warning Miss Westcomb that she is "near a forest where there was a
great wild bear who had cubs to purvey for her devouring maw."'^ He
is berating her for her own good. What interests me most in this
exchange is the way that the female great wild bear, as always for
Richardson, is the greatest threat, complete with devouring maw; her
cubs, baby rakes, become incidental, just as Lovelace pales in

" The Correspondence of Samuel Richardson,ed. Anna Laetitia Barbauld (London: R. Phillips,
1804), 3:297-98.
" Correspondence, 3:303.
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comparison to the devouring Mrs. Sinclair bent on bringing Clarissa
down.
Ultimately, except for Lady Bradshaigh, EK don't seem
particularly interested in Richardson's women. They are praised and
mocked for their docility, and suspected for their wit, which is usually
second-rate. EK treat Sarah Fielding and Jane Collier with irony and
suspicion; their significance seems to be almost exclusively connected
to their relationship to the dreaded Henry Fielding. Sarah Fielding's
novels receive short, dismissive attention, while Collier's Essay on the
Art of Ingeniously Tormenting (1753) is found to be "moderately witty"
(202-204). Hester Mulso, who later becomes Mrs. Chapone, "a rather
celebrated bluestocking" (343), gets more respect for her intellect, but
less regard for her harder heart. After writing one hundred pages in
only three letters to Richardson, disagreeing with his ideas about
parental authority, she wrote to Elizabeth Carter "that his side of the
correspondence was very long and that his arguments would have been
better had his letters been shorter" (345). EK admit that in her letters
she seems logical, reasonable, and cool-headed, while they report that
Richardson judged her to be tenacious. Hester Mulso Chapone seems
to be an elusive and somewhat wayward disciple of Richardson,
unpredictable for both Richardson and for EK. At first she appears full
of admiration for the writer and his literary creation. Sir Charles
Grandison. EK report that she was even taken to be a model for
Harriet Byron, or perhaps Charlotte Grandison. Her attentions fell off,
however, and her enthusiasm seems to have waned as she grew in
reputation and sophistication. They suggest the "the lady" neglected
the aging Richardson and describe him asking, in a shaky hand, that she
write to him to engage in more spirited arguments about authority,
fidelity, and "first loves" (348).
Recording the "playful" debates on female subordination and
marital and parental authority that preoccupy Richardson, EK don't
seem much to care what drove these apparently endless exchanges, or
rather, if they do care, they remain studiously neutral on the dynamic
that seems to shape Richardson's emotional life. Westcomb may appear
dim and simple in her infinite taste for more mortification, but Mulso,
clearly drawing the line and refusing to keep being bated, is not quite
admirable, a fallen daughter ignoring the shaky hand of the great author
looking for connection. EK do two very different things when they
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memorialize Richardson's female friendships. They avoid analysis,
apparently not interested in wondering just what Richardson is doing
by teasing, provoking, and yes, tormenting his young ladies. At the
same time, they provide damning detail, quoting from Westcomb's and
Papa's letters, directing us to others, gliding over, yet providing us with
the title and subject of the "Art of Ingeniously Tormenting." While EK
won't touch the topic of torment and torture, no psychoanalysts they,
they nonetheless provide the reader with materials that could and did
fuel critical careers. In spite of their "old fashioned," thinly veiled
contempt for "the many admiring women" surrounding Richardson
(357), EK performed a service for these the ladies and for the scholars
interested in learning about them. They shared their information with
their readers and brought to the forefront, for at least a few pages, the
names and the publications of writers like Sarah Fielding, Jane Collier,
Elizabeth Carter, as well as the names, lives, and letters of Mrs. Delany,
Sarah Westcomb, and of course. Lady Bradshaigh." Their attentions,
however guarded and ironic, sent at least some of us to the library to
learn more.

^ My Final Confession ^
EK's last chapter, "Richardson's Achievement," not unexpectedly, falls
flat, in its feeble attempt to divorce the writer's commonplace,
derivative "ideas" from the genius that drives Clarissa. Even as they try
to recuperate, for one last time, "the human being" who was "narrow,
but...not hypocritical...a businessman, but...not ruthless or exclusively
selfish," they fall back on their battle cry: read Clarissa. "A biographer
can give the context out of which a book came. The book itself must
give the rest" (681-19). Since their context is both displayed and
disavowed, this last word is at least partially dishonest, or at least
confused.

" Lady Bradshaigh, of course, deserves an article or two of her own, and there is no doubt that
EK cared very much about her relationship with Richardson. Janice Broder treats their
friendship with particular insight in "Lady Bradshaigh Reads and Writes Clarissa: The Marginal
Notes in Her First Edition," Clarissa and her Readers: New Essays for the "Clarissa" Project, ed.
Carol Houlihan Flynn and Edward Copeland (New York: AMS Press, 1999), 97-118.
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Confusion is not a state unknown to me. I look now at the last
chapter of my own work on Richardson with a certain degree of
chagrin. I have since attacked him for the faults that I allowed him to
transcend in my first published analysis of his fiction. I sounded then
more than a little like EK, even though when I was writing my words
in 1979 (the book was at Princeton for an awfully long time) I was, in
my mind, far apart from them, critically and theoretically. In my book,
I had tried to battle Richardson, his century and culture, categorizing
all of the ills I could find at the time, more of course were there,
exposing at least some of what I believed explained the state of Women
Now, Now being the late seventies. And yet, at the end, I still tried to
save the author from himself. I argued that Richardson transformed
himself in his writing. I used the "transcend" word, which I have long
revoked, and at the end I characterized Richardson at last as a man
driven by his own obsessions who achieved the power to create
sensational fictions to carry himself out of himself. This is of course
partially true. We have Richardson's word for it. Here are the last
words I wrote then on the subject:
As we have seen throughout this study, to transform himself
in his fiction, Richardson first had to transform his moral.
And to transform a moral, the author first had to hold one,
be it a warning against reforming a rake, an aversion towards
"mannish" horse-women, or the certainty that a servant girl
in danger of being compromised by her master must come
away "at once" lest she be corrupted. Diffident Mr.
Richardson, so painfully self-conscious, could never have
taken on the obsessive, compelling characters of his
imagination without the moral license his didacticism
provided. As he confided in his postscript to Clarissa, "under
the fashionable guise of an amusement" he managed to "steal
in" an investigation of the "great doctrines of Christianity."
Just as surely, disguised as a didactic moralist, he managed to
"steal in" ambiguous, complex characters of his own making
designed not only to perfect his readers, but to complete
himself. The act of writing, as process rather than as moral
means to a higher end, became the perfectionism Richardson
sought for so long.
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"And indeed, my dear, I know not how to forbear
writing," Clarissa writes to Anna Howe. "I have no other
employment or diversion. And I must write on, altho' I were
not to send it to any-body." (Ill, 221) [II, 128] "Fresh cause
of aggravation!" Lovelace rants. "But for this scribbling vein,
or I should still run mad." (V, 28) [II, 525] I will allow Mr.
Richardson the last word: "As to my health—I write, I do
anything I am able to do, on purpose to carry myself out of
myself, and am not quite so happy, when, tired with the
peregrinations, I am obliged to return home.""

I was too easy on the guy.

^ My Absolutely Final Confession ^
I had actually (truly) forgotten when I began writing this article that EK
had reviewed my book on Richardson. The review jumped out of a file
I was pawing through to find "Inspiration and Drudgery." Well, to my
embarrassment, EK liked me, more or less, not agreeing with my
argument that Clarissa's death was vengeful and suicidal, but
appreciating the attention that I gave to Richardson's treatment and
mistreatment of women. Their review is generous, and I imagine,
although I cannot remember what I thought at the time, was probably
deeply irritating to me trying to rewrite however awkwardly the
history of women. Here is what they said: "Her remarks are fresh, and
(unlike some recent remarks on Richardson) they are not merely odd."'^
"Fresh!" I sound like Sarah Wescomb [sic].
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